
SOLAR POWER

He who binds to himself a joy
Does the wingèd life destroy;
But he who kisses the joy as it flies
Lives in eternity's sunrise.
William Blake, ‘Several Questions Answered’, 1908

Come Dawn is a tribute to the sun; in many ways it is also a celebration of all light and all 
colour, even all images.

The sun is a potent symbol in all matters visual. First of all, it is at the root of the discovery of 
corporeal vision. In an experiment on afterimages, Joseph Plateau, known for inventing the 
phenakistoscope (that earliest of all moving image gadgets), stared at the sun for 25 seconds. He 
later went blind, but not without making the point that the sun corresponds intimately with the eye. 
‘Through the afterimage the sun is made to belong to the body, and the body in fact takes over as the 
source of its effects’.1 And so the sun, inevitably, resonates throughout all images artificial and 
natural. It is probably at the intersection between nature and artifice that some of the most 
interesting images reside - works that are ‘assisted by the most minimal and clear of constructions, 
leaving little formal imprint, yet brim with rich, unpredictable detail and tactility’.2 That’s kind of 
what the photograph is. It’s why the first known travel photographers named their ‘Heliographic 
Mission’ after the sun - however artificial the monuments they sought to preserve in print, their work 
was only made possible by the light of the sun. And it’s also how this work, in a way, re-enacts the 
photographic moment: we are thinking of the sun, as a symbol, but we are dependent on the 
artificial light of the projector for it to appear. Filtering this light, which passes through the moving 
film onto the static frames, mimics the production process of early colour photographs. Light would 
travel through mosaics of grains that acted as filters onto photo-sensitive plates, and these negatives 
would then be printed in reverse, which, when backlit, would reveal the positive colour image. 
Here the frames are the mosaic colour filters; the length of the film a kind of time-lapse 
photographic moment.

The sun is also the source of the colour spectrum. The earliest colour wheels would keep pictures of 
the sun’s ‘face’ in the middle. Fixing upon some of these 27,930 frames, I had hoped to catch a 
glimpse of its nose, its eyes (not mine), that funny little mouth… Instead I was reminded of the 
spectrum, which even in the red side was full of hot and cold, blue and yellow and purple - the 
shades of the sun - not of the spectrum but of the actual molten surface of the sun. One of these 
early colour wheels, as early as the 1770s, was clear to point this out, being sure to list a ‘fire-red’ 
and a ‘fire-blue’.3 Pausing on still frames, I thought I might have seen both of these colours. My own 
afterimages were of a strong, harsh, yellow (midday sun), a deep maroon (sunset sun), maraschino 
cherry red (dawn sun), and a misted yellowy-orange (hazy afternoon sun). And this too is a relatively 
internal note, since ‘languages have never been used for labelling more than a tiny fraction of the 
millions of colour-sensations which most of us are perfectly well-equipped to enjoy and, we might 
have supposed, to name’.4 And because colour ‘escapes censorship’: this is just my unconscious 
irrupting ‘into a culturally coded pictorial distribution’.5 Because a tone such as strong, harsh yellow 
only exists in its comparison with established colours. Fast food icons, (the sun), painted road 
markings, dandelions… These are all co-dependent - not only do they rely on the sun to exist, but 
without one another, there is no differentiation or ‘pictorial distribution’ and they cease to have a 
describable place on the spectrum, joining instead the miserable majority of unnamed colour-
sensations. With this difficulty, the issue that my pauses and my colours cannot but be different from 
someone else’s, the futility of pinpointing and attempting to fix a single frame with an improbable 
label, the safest thing to do is probably just to stare at the sun for as long as possible.   
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